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Quintic Surfaces of P3 Having a Non Singular
Model with q = pg = 0, P2~ 0.

PIERCARLO CRAIGHERO - REMO GATTAZZO (*)

ABSTRACT - In this paper we construct new examples of quintic surfaces of p3
having only isolated singularities (r tacnodes or s double points with infinitely
near a tacnode, r + s = 4) whose non singular model has irregularity q = 0
and invariants p, = 0, 0. In particular, an example is found of a quintic
with non singular model of general type.

1. Introduction.

Let p3 be the three-dimensional projective space over an alge-
braically closed field of characteristic 0, and let Y be an algebraic sur-
face of P 3 .

By a Dd-point, or an isolated tacnode, on F we mean an isolated
double point of T which has just a double straight line (s.line) infinitely
near to it in the first neighbourhood.

By a DDd-point on .1r we mean an isolated double point of T which
has just a Dd-point infinitely near to it in the first neighbourhood. Both
a Dd-point and DDd-point must be uniplanar double points of ~F.

In this paper we deal with quintic surfaces T5 of p3 , having on them,
as singularities affecting adjointness, that is non rational singularities,
only Dd-points or DDd-points, and having a non singular model
(n.s.m.) 9s which is regular and has birational invariants pg = 0,
P2~0.

The first of such examples is due to E. Stagnaro, who in [St.11 con-

(*) Indirizzo degli AA.: P. CRAIGHERO: Istituto di Meccanica Teorica e Appli-
cata, Via Fagagna 208, Udine; R. GATTAZZO: Dipartimento di Metodi e Modelli
Matematici per le Scienze Applicate, Via Belzoni 7, Padova.
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structs an T5 with 4 Dd-points, having as only bicanonical adjoint a re-
ducible quadric. Afterward, in [St.2], a deep analysis of the conditions
that Dd-points and DDd-points impose to the canonical and pluricanon-
ical adjoints to a n.s.m. of an algebraic surface T was carried out, pro-
viding methods for computing birational invariants.

The aim of this paper is to complete the picture about quintics of p3,
with only Dd-points or DDd-points (normal quintic surfaces), whose
n.s.m. is of the said type, in view of utilizing the surfaces here found in
order to construct, by means of convenient procedures, new models of
regular sextic threefolds in p4 with pg = 0, 0, of whom very few
examples are known up to now.
We examine the various possible configurations of the considered

singularities constructing the following examples:
1) ~5 with 4 Dd-points whose n.s.m. ~5 has pg = 0, P2 = 1, P3 = 0

(Enriques surface), but with an irreducible quadric cone as bicanonical
adjoint;

2) ~5 with 3 Dd-points and 1 DDd-points with T5 again an En-
riques surface;

3) ~5 with 2 Dd-points and 2 DDd-points with T5 having pg = 0,
P2=2, P3=1;

4) ~5 with 1 Dd-points and 3 DDd-points with ~5 having pg = 0,
P2 = 1, P3 = 2 ;

5) tf5 with 4 DDd-points with ~5 of general type, pg = 0, P2 = 2,
P3 = 4 (Godeaux surface).

We don’t know of any example of surface tfwith isolated singulari-
ties, and with Y having invariants as in case 4). As for example 5), we
remark that the quintic surfaces of general type have been studied
in [Y], but no example with pg = 0 is exhibited there. The existence of
the quintic 5) proposed by E. Stagnaro was also a problem raised by
M. Reid in [R].

On the other hand recently others authors got interested in the
study of normal quintic surfaces in p3 with pg = 0, P2 ~ 0, for example
Yonggu Kim, who in [K] proves that every Enriques surface is bira-
tionally isomorphic with a quintic surface in P 3 .

2. Imposing a DDd-point on a surface.

We want to establish necessary conditions for a surface T of degree
4 or 5 in order that it has a given point P as DDd-point: presently, as
far as the examples given in this paper are concerned, these conditions,
toghether with those concerning a Dd-point, turn out to be also sufficient.
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Within a linear isomorphism we can suppose P = 0, that the princi-
pal tangent plane to F in 0 is the plane {Z = 01, and that the Dd-point
infinitely near to P is in the direction of With this the equation of
Y is of the following form:

Y) forms of degree 1 in (X, Y). Blowing up ~ in 0, by means
of the quadratic transformation of affine equations

we have to impose to its proper transform ~’ to have a Dd-point in 0
again, because this point of the exceptional divisor corresponds to the
direction of in the blowing up, and this leads to the following sys-
tems of 6 equations:

In order for our point to be a DDd-point, we must also have 0 and
D ~ 0, the conditions being necessary for preventing P from becoming
a triple point or a Dd-point. With this the generic quintic having a
DDd-point in 0, and the infinitely near Dd-point in the said direction,
is the following
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with D ~ 0.

REMARK 1. In order to calculate pg and P2 for the n.s.m. of the
quintic surfaces which are constructed in the sequel one can procede as
in [St.2], p. 11, in the case of a Dd-point, and p. 39, in the case of a
DDd-point. As for the calculation of P3 , one can again follow [St.2],
p. 18, for a Dd-point. On the other hand, for a DDd-point on a quintic
surface F5, one gets the following result: a cubic surface F3 has a pull-
back (via the desingularisation map) that is a threecanonical adjoint to
~5 if and only if, beside verifying the conditions of adjointness imposed
by the possible Dd-points of is has in each of the DDd-points of T5 or
a singular point, or a simple point with tangent plane coincident with
the principal tangent plane to ~5 in the considered DDd-point, and
moreover, when the equation of T5 is of the form written above, and the
DDd-point is 0, we have

REMARK 2. In some cases one must prove that the constructed sur-
face has no singularity beside those that have been explicitely imposed
to it: for this it is useful to study how much a Dd-point or a DDd-point
or a triple point makes the class of the surface decrease.

For the case of a Dd-point or a triple point this is done in [En.Ch.],
Libro III, vol. 2, p. 612, where it is proved that, by acquiring a Dd-
point or a triple point, a surface has its class lowered by at least 12. In
the case of a DDd-point one gets the same estimate for the lowering of
the class by verifying that the polar surfaces with respect to T5 of two
generic points and T5 have in the DDd-point a multiplicity of intersec-
tion ~ 12. More precisely, within a linear isomorphism, one can sup-
pose that the point is 0, that the principal tangent
plane to ~5 = ~ F = 0 } in 0, and that the two generic points are Zoo and
Fee, whose polars are then Fx = {Fx = 0 } and Ty = {Fy = 0 } . It turns
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out that the curve C = has in 0 a double point with two linear
branches, each of then having with F5 a multiplicity of intersection -&#x3E; 6,
which implies that and intersect in 0 with multiplicity at least
12, so that the class of ~5 will decrease of at least 12, by the presence of
a DDd-point on it. This result, together with that relative to the Dd-
point and the triple point, having a local character, it follows that the
presence on an fi of r Dd-points, t triple points and s DDd-points
makes the class of F5 decrease of at least (r + s + t) 12.

REAMRK 3. As for the irregularity q of the n.s.m. of every surface
Y considered in this paper which has four non coplanar double points of
the Dd or DDd type, we can say that it is q = 0, arguing as in [St.2],
p. 25, for Dd-points, and p. 40, for DDd-points.

3. T5 with 4 Dd-points.

Let us consider the quadric cone Q: XY + XZ + YZ = 0; let T3 be a
cubic surface which passes through X. , Fee Zoo, P(l, 0, 0, 1), and hav-
ing in them the same tangent planes as Q: we can choose

We can then construct the pencil of quintics

whose generic element 55 is reduced and irreducible, non singular in
codimension one, and has only Y~ , P as isolated singularities:
this is easily seen by applying Bertini’s Theorems (cfr. [Seg.], p. 200).

By construction F5 has a Dd-point in each of its singularities.
Proceeding as suggested in Remark 1, we can see that has no

canonical adjoint because Y~ , Z ~ , P are non coplanar points; that
the only bicanonical adjoint to ~5 is the pull-back of C~,; that ~5 has no
threecanonical adjoint because it would be the pull-back g of a cubic
surface Y with double biplanar points in the four Dd-points of with
one of the two principal tangent planes in each of them coincident with
the tacnodal plane of 55 in it: this is not possible, because 
= Yn (T= 0) would split in the three straight lines joining
X 00 , Z ~ , hence it could not have as principal tangents in these
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points the tangents to @ = = 0 }, as it should be, by what has
been said above (see Remark 1). With this, we can say that g5 has the
following plurigenera

so that, having also irregularity q = 0, it is an Enriques surface.
The previous examples of quintics of Enriques type in [Ca.1],

[St.1], [St.2] (whose n.s.m.) has a bicanonical adjoint who is the pull-
back of a degenerate quadric Q, whereas for this example the quadric
~, is non degenerate.

4. T5 with 3 Dd-points and 1 DDd-point.

On the quadric Q,: 
let us choose the four points Foc Z~ , 0(1, 0, 0, 0); we want to con-
struct an ~5 with Dd-point in X 00 , Y~ , Zoo, and tacnodal planes in them
coincident with the tangent planes to ~ and moreover having a DDd-
point in 0 with the infinitely near Dd-point in the direction of the
straight line {X = Y = ZI which is tangent to Q in 0. Let the principal
tangent plane First we write down the

equation of the generic quintic having the prescribed Dd-point in Zoo,
and uniplanar double points in Y 00 , with as principal tangent plane
in them the tangent plane there to ~,: it has the following equa-
tion

By imposing in and Y 00 the required Dd-points one gets first the
condition U2+U+ 1 = 0, which makes the quadric Q, a irreducible cone
with vertex V( 1, 0, 1, -1 - 0), which, in order to simplify the calcula-
tions, we can choose as new origin. The remaining conditions for being
X~ and Y 00 Dd-points, and for being 0 a DDd-point, allow to express,
as functions of A and B, the remaining parameters, and thus we get the
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following linear systems 1: of dimension two of quintics

Always using Bertini’s Theorems we can see that the generic quintic 55
of Z has only the 4 imposed singularities.

~5 is regular and has pg = 0, P2 = 1 (the pull-back of Q, is the only bi-
canonical adjoint), P3 = 0 (because the only cubic whose pull-back is
threecanonical adjoint splits in Q, and in the plane {T = 0}, but this cu-
bic doesn’t satisfy the condition of threeadjointness in 0 (see Remark
1), not having the same tangent plane in 0 as ~5 .

5. ;15 with 2 Dd-points and 2 DDd-points.

We want to construct an T5 with 2 Dd-points and with 2 DDd-
points. We start from a quartic ~4 which has

1) a DDd-point in 0 with the infinitely near Dd-point in the di-
rection of 

2) a DDd-point in Zoo with the infinitely near Dd-point in the di-
rection of Z ~ X~ ;

In order to construct such an ~4 , we can take it as invariant under
the homography
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that interchanges conditions 1) and 2), and impose to it the conditions
required for the DDd-point just in 0. This leads to the following

with d ~ 0.
Now we can impose to 54 to be tangent in and in another point
(~ Fee) of the s.line {Z = T = 0} to the plane {Z + T = 0}. This im-

plies the conditions

so that P 00 is the point (0, f, - e, 0), with ef ~ 0. Now we consider the
pencfl 0 of quintics generated by F4 U {Z + T = 0 } and Q U { YZT = 0 },
where Q is the quadric cone with vertex in Y 00 and tangent to

{Z = T = 01. The generic quintic of 0 is

(For d = - ( g + 1)/2, F5 acquires a triple point in Yoo). F5 has only the
four imposed singularities (by Bertini’s Theorems). F5 has q = 0, pg = 0,
P2 = 2 (indeed the pull-back of the quadrics of the pencil + YZ] +
+ = 0 are the bicanonical adjoints to it), P3 = 1 (the only three-
canonical adjoint to it is the pull-back of the cubic (Z + T)(X2 + Xy +
+YZ+YT+ZT)=0).

6. T5 with 1 Dd-point and 3 DDd-points.

We start from the generic quintic having a Dd-point in 0, with tacn-
odal plane ~X + Y + Z = 0 ~, and which is invariant under the three ele-
ments of the cyclic group of order 3 generated by the homogra-
phy
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This quintic has equation of the following form

It will be enough then to impose to such a quintic to have a DDd-point
in X 00 and it will have a DDd-point in Y 00 and in too, because these
two points are in the g-orbit of 

Let us choose as direction of the Dd-point infinitely near to Zoo that
of the T = Y=01.

Imposing the conditions for a DDd-point we get the relations

so that we get the required quintic

We can see that F5 = {F = 0} is non singular in codimension one in
the following way.

Let R0 be the tacnodal plane 0 to We have eo = R0 n F5 = rl +
+ r2 + e, where r2 are distincts s.lines, principal tangents to the node
of the plane irredicible cubic e in 0, so that 0 is the only singular point
of Hence 0 is the only singular point of T5 belonging to 7co. Now, if
e’ were the singular locus of fi , we should have n ~’ - ~ 0 ~, hence
0 E ~’ . On the other hand = 0} = 0}, and, as one can veri-
fy, the curve ~ F = 0} = 0 ~ has 2 linear branches centered in 0,
each of them having a multiplicity of intersection 4 in 0 with ~Fy = 0}.
This means that = O}, as it should be.

We can also verify that the only singularities of ~5 affecting adjoint-
ness are just the four we have imposed to it. Indeed the fixed points of
o~ are those of the s.line fX = Y = ZI, together with the two points

(cyclic points of the plane {X + Y + Z = 01): with the only exception of
0, no one of these fixed points is a singular point of A singular point
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of fi, different from 0, Y~ , Z ~ , has then a ~-orbit of 3 points.
Now a singular point P affecting; adjointness for F5 would be a Dd-
point, DDd-point, or a triple point, but each of these points makes the
class of F5 decrease of at least 12. On the other hand the g-orbit of P
consists of 3 points, and each of them is a singular point of the same
kind of P: this would imply that the class of F5 is  80 - (3 + 4) 12  0:
absurd.

As for the previous examples lf5 has q = pg = 0. The only bicanonical
adjoint to # is the pull-back of the quadric

so that P2 = 1.
As for P3 , we have to construct the linear system of the threecanoni-

cal adjoints, which is the pull-back of the linear system

For g5 then we have P3 = 2.

REMARK 4. We don’t know of any surface, with only isolated sin-
gularities, having the same invariants as this 

7. F5 with 4 DDd-points.

A DDd-point imposes 15 conditions to a surface, 12 linear and 3
quadratic ones. So, an F5 with 4 DDd-points is subjected to 60 condi-
tions, but depends only on 56 parameters: thus means that, for a gener-
ic choice of the 4 DDd-points, the problem has no solution. But by care-
fully choosing the configuration of the singularities, it is still possible
to construct this example, which is undoubtedly the most significant of
those exhibited in this paper.

First we construct the generic quintic surface having a uniplanar
double point in 0 and which is invariant under the action of the 4 ele-
ments of the cyclic group ~ of order 4 generated by the homogra-
phy
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This quintic ~ has equation of the form

The fixed points for the action of o are

(i 2 = -1 ); whereas those that are fixed for the action of 0-2 are the
points of the two s.lines

Pl , P2 , P3 are simple points of ~ and in each of them T has the same
tangent plane «: X + Y + Z + T = 0; moreover r" c a n 1fi Po g M

On the other hand one can verify that every point P qt r’ U r" has a
@-orbit of 4 distinct points

Being T invariant under a, it will be enough to impose to it to have
a DDd-point in 0, and it will have a similar singularity in Z~ Y~ , X 00 ,
which are in the ~-orbit of 0. By this we find the following 6 equations
in the 6 parameters a, b, c, e, f, m:
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By solving this system we find, among other possible solutions, the fol-
lowing three

where r is a root of

We have now to verify that the obtained F5 has no singularity affect-
ing adjointness beside 0, X ~ , Y~ , Z~ .

First we ascertain that F5 is non singular in codimension one in the
following way.

r", which belongs to T5, doesn’t contain any singularity of this
can be seen by examining the two sections of F5 with the two distinct
planes through r" « and {3: X + Z = 0. Moreover F5 has non singularity
on r’.

Now, « n F5 splits in r" and in a plane quartic C4 having a double
point in P2. If then T5 were singular in codimension 1, and e were its
singular locus, e f1 a would contain a point P E e4 - (r’ U r"). But
e4 c F5 n a is a-invariant, and the 4 points of the g-orbit of P would be
singular for F5 and for C4. C4 then would have at least 5 singular points,
P2 and the above 4 points. This can happen only if ~4 splits in two s.lines
and in a conic (possibly reducible). Through P2 would then pass a s.line,
component of ~4: but this can be excluded by direct verification. So ~5
is non singular in codimension 1.

Next we verify that tf5 has no other isolated singularity affecting
adjointness beside 0, X 00 , Y 00 , Indeed, if P were such a singular
point, it would have a g-orbit of 4 points, being U r", and every
one of them would be a singularity of the same kind of P, that is a Dd-
point, or DDd-point, or a triple point or a more complicated singular
point, e.g. an oscnode, a 4-fold point.... F5 would have then at least 8
points, each of them making the class decrease of at least 12, which is
impossible, being the class of the generic quintic surface 80  8.12.

which has again irregularity q = 0, has the following invari-
ants :

pg = 0 by the same reason as the previous examples. The bicanonical
adjoints are the pull-backs of the pencil of quadrics (AYT + = 01
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which are tangent to the four s.lines

hence P2 = 2. The threecanonical adjoints are the pull-backs of the cu-
bics of PI satisfying the conditions of Remark 1. They form the follow-
ing 3-dimensional linear system

where

hence P3 = 4. Now we can calculate the Kodaira dimension of T5 by
studying the threecanonical map

where O3K = if; 0 n with

is the desingularisation map, and § = (if; 0, if; 1, ~ 2, if; 3). The irreducible
variety O3K(F5) C P31 contains the s.line

On the other 1, - 1)) = ( 1, - 1, 1 - 1 ) ~ s . It follows
cannot be of dimension 1, and we have =2: ~ is

then of general type.
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